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VENETIAN «AVERAGES» BETWEEN EAST AND WEST

RISK MANAGEMENT AND TRANSACTION COSTS
IN THE EARLY MODERN MEDITERRANEAN

Between the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries, Averages played an
important (and neglected) role within Venetian maritime trade and shipping,
as they functioned both as risk management tools and as a mechanism for
the absorption of transaction costs. The essay will trace these normative
developments across the phase of economic growth in the Middle Ages, and
analyse how these were structurally transformed in the seventeenth century
under the pressure of new maritime operators which contributed to the
early modern crisis of the Venetian maritime sector. This touches on several
elements of the shifting Venetian economy about which we still know very
little: the internal balance of interests between different economic sectors;
and within the maritime sector itself – shipowners, merchants, investors; and
presents a novel interpretation of the resilience of Venetian maritime working
capital well into the eighteenth century.
Keywords: Republic of Venice, Mediterranean, Maritime trade, Risk
management, Transaction costs, Averages, Armenian Commercial networks.

On the 10th of December 1671 a petition landed on the desk of
the Venetian Collegio. It was presented collectively by «Armenian mer-
chants», as frequently happened in such cases, no individual names
were mentioned. The petition highlighted a series of abuses in the han-
dling of Averages in Venice1. The text opened with an acknowledge-
ment of the particularly wide usage of Averages in Venice, stating the
Armenian merchants had no problem with this. However, referring di-
rectly to shipping and trade with the Eastern Mediterranean, the Arme-
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nians complained that too many types of expenses were accepted into
Averages, and their amounts were too high, especially as most of these
expenses should have been covered by the shipping freights «which
are considerable». Amongst the expenses listed were: donations to Ot-
toman officers, various bribes to allow the departure of ships, miscella-
neous expenses in ports, costs related to the change of flags, consular
duties and «infinite other expenses». Then came the alleged abuses, as
the Armenians argued that the clerks in charge of the early parts of the
procedure – the Capi delle Varee – were shipowners themselves and
frequently acted out of their own self-interest and greed, not properly
applying the Republic’s laws. Two points are worth remarking about
this opening statement: it started with the traditional appeal to the wis-
dom of the Republic’s legislation – an essential rhetorical element in
petitions – and the blame for the problems was (as always) apportioned
to the clerks and those in cahoots with them, who did not apply rules
properly. Secondly, the accusations against these clerks amounted to
what today we would define as a conflict of interest, namely that their
actions «in office» were not for the public good, but driven by their
private interests and financial greed.

Whilst acknowledging that the Venetian courts of justice fought
these abuses and tried to appropriately enforce the extant legislation,
the Armenians highlighted how this did not free them from the stress
and expenses of litigation, something which cost them time and money,
causing a general slowing down of commercial operations, and was
also keeping trade away as «many Armenian merchants avoid loading
for Venice because of these costs». Once these additional expenses –
redistributed amongst all participants in the venture through Averages –
were added to the cost of freight, trading through (and with) Venice was
simply unprofitable. Their argument was that most of these expenses
were simply part and parcel of being a shipowner and therefore should
have been already covered by the freight. They therefore concluded
their petition by asking that the existing Venetian legislation regarding
what was legitimate to put into Averages should be enforced, and these
abuses curbed.

Petitions were commonplace in Venice as the swiftest way for sub-
jects and stakeholders to alert the government about their concerns. In
contemporary terms, petitions can be defined as an institutional lobby-
ing mechanism2. A few words of caution are needed, as tools of political
pressure, petitions were dramatic in tone and this one is no exception,
phrased as it is with the customary oscillation between humility («Your
Serenity’s most humble servants» being the usual form of self-address)
and veiled threats regarding the Republic’s income, associated with
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these adverse business conditions. English merchants in this period
ended their petitions with the threat that, unless something was done
about the issue under consideration, they would pack and take their
business to Livorno, it’s worth highlighting that the Armenians did not
directly employ this threat.

The number of petitions regarding economic matters had been
steadily increasing over the previous century. The Collegio did its job
by relaying the petition to the relevant magistracies, who would then
provide their own opinion on the matter and revert back to the Collegio
– which basically meant to the Senate as the Collegio set its agenda
– where the real executive power lay in Venice. This specific petition
was duly forwarded to the Cinque Savi (the Venetian Board of Trade),
tasked with providing their opinion on economic matters3.

The Savi gave their formal reply to the Collegio at the end of Jan-
uary. They reiterated the validity of the existing legislation, reminded
the Collegio and Senate that they had already tightened Averages’ rules
a dozen years before, and ended their report supporting the Armenian
requests, as some of the cited unfair expenses were indeed the respon-
sibility of the shipowners and, by paying freight, merchants should have
fully satisfied their duties in this regard. As per the conflict of interest,
the Capi di Varea had only recently been reinstated with a supervisory
role to check the validity of Average reports and the amounts requested,
and then to pass the paperwork to the appropriate Magistrate (the Giu-
dici del Forestier) for approval, thus starting the procedure of appor-
tioning and payment itself. The Savi acknowledged that the Armenians
might have had a point about the conflict of interest posited by the
election of shipowners to these posts, and therefore they would make
sure that future elections would have appropriate candidates, cognisant
of the tasks but without direct interests in ship ownership. To this end
they recommended the addition of a clause to their own 1658 termi-
nazione4, specifying that those standing as Capi di Varea «could not own
vessels or shares thereof»5. At the beginning of February the Senato
approved the Savi’s proposals6.

The petition had achieved its aim. Extant legislation was confirmed
and further tightened, and rules were tweaked to resolve the raised
issues. Over the next few months, the work of the Venetian magistrates
continued behind the scenes, by the beginning of August the new rules
had been defined, approved and published, and the new Capi delle
Varee had started their two years’ term in office7. By the following
September though, cracks were appearing in this settlement, with the
Cinque Savi complaining to the Collegio that the reforms were not being
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properly implemented and the authority of the newly elected Capi was
being contested8.

Why did I choose this particular episode to introduce the analysis of
Averages in Venice? On the surface it is just a run of the mill complaint
about excessive charges and lobbying for the correct application of
existing laws. But many other elements emerge with closer observation,
which are crucial for a correct understanding of the commercial and
political dynamics behind Venetian Averages, their peculiarities and
evolution over time. To properly understand the importance of this
controversy, and the reasons for such continued institutional attention
to it, it is necessary step back in time and analyse the complex and long
history of Averages within the Venetian maritime world.

The essay will start by defining Averages and tracing their medieval
roots in Venice, then it shall discuss their application and peculiar re-
lationship with insurance, contextualising this within the political, mil-
itary and economic background of the seventeenth century. The essay
will conclude with some considerations on how the analysis of Averages
allows a novel appraisal of how Venice approached risk management,
transaction costs and jurisdictional problems within the maritime sector
pointing to the need of further analyses of these issues.

xThe Roots of Averages in Venice

By far the best known type of Average is «General Average» (here-
after GA), which is still today an essential element of the shipping busi-
ness. Its contemporary definition – as given in the 2016 version of the
York-Antwerp rules which regulate it – is that «there is a general aver-
age act when, and only when, any extraordinary sacrifice or expendi-
ture is intentionally and reasonably made or incurred for the common
safety for the purpose of preserving from peril the property involved in
a common maritime adventure»9. GA’s most distinctive element – jet-
tison – is already referenced in the Bible10, and its earliest legal evidence
is the Lex Rhodia de Jactu, whose establishment is traced back to pre-
classical times, and whose text became part of Justinian’s Digest11. Its
basic and central principle of «deliberate sacrifice for common benefit»
was agreed upon across the centuries and in different legal traditions,
however its practical implementation – regarding its applicability and
apportioning – varied across different jurisdictions in Europe. Gener-
al Average reports had to be completed and certified in the first port
encountered after the event which generated the exceptional expenses,
and the apportioning usually happened in the intended destination of
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the venture, hence they have always been eminently transnational legal
instruments, and historically handled in a flexible way across all juris-
dictions, as there is an operational need to complete them in a timely
manner so as to minimise their cost and impact on the flow of trade12.

However, it is important to keep in mind that in the pre-modern
period there were many varieties of Averages, and GA was just one
of many13. Medieval and early modern documentation does not always
distinguish between these different types, and this has frequently con-
fused contemporary scholars who generally assume that all Averages
they encounter in the premodern primary evidence were GA when,
frequently, they were not.

Extant documentary evidence clearly shows that Averages had a
far wider application in Venice than elsewhere, exceeding what was
described in the legal literature and associated scholarship, as for the
latter it is important to note that it discusses the eighteenth-century
situation when reforms across Europe had limited their application14.

Rules and regulations regarding Averages in Venice are present
in the earliest legislation, including the Civil Statutes of Doge Jacopo
Tiepolo (1242). The first mention of the word Average (varea) appears
in the 1255 Statuta et Ordinamenta Super Navibus, promulgated under
the aegis of Doge Ranier Zeno. This can be defined as a proper code of
shipping laws and regulations, in the words of Albrecht Cordes, «Venice
regulated all aspects of navigation in such a precise and rigorous manner
that the Statuta navium could be easily mistaken for the product of
Early Modern jurists»15.

These Statuta gave extensive attention to Averages16, and from their
provisions it clearly emerges how the Venetian normative tradition was
shaped not just by the Lex Rhodia, as received by the Digest and thence
in ius commune, but even more so by Byzantine regulations. This de-
scends from the influence of Byzantine laws and rules not just in Venice,
but all across the Adriatic region, due to the uninterrupted maritime
traffic throughout the Middle Ages17. The crucial text in this regard
is the ninth-century legal collection known as the «pseudo-Rhodian
compilation» (Νόμος Ροδίων Ναυτικός)18. The major differences between
Averages’ rules as described in the pseudo-Rhodian compilation and
those in the Lex Rhodia de Iactu concern precisely the extension of the
situations in which Averages contributions could be applied19.

In his detailed, and still unsurpassed, analysis of medieval maritime
laws around the Adriatic, Guido Bonolis argued that the Pseudo-Rho-
dian rules imply the existence of a stronger and wider community of
risk amongst the participants in the maritime venture, to the point of
creating a form of mutual insurance20. Bonolis even argued that the rules
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contained in the Νόμος admit the option of a shared contribution in all
fortuitous accidents where there is no liability of the ship master21. This
extension of the cases when damages are shared, regardless of whether
these extraordinary expenses are the result of a deliberate action, elim-
inates a crucial element which underpins the institute of General Aver-
age as we know it today, and points to the importance of taking into
account the variety of Averages, a point to which I shall return later on.

In line with all scholars dealing with these issues, Bonolis’ focus
and attention was on Averages as a tool of risk management, and thus
he convincingly argued that widening the risk community was an ef-
ficient response towards the dangers of early medieval shipping, and
especially functional to the Venetian setting as the diffused ownership
of vessels and goods facilitated the adoption of this usage22. During the
following centuries, the Venetian government continued to regularly
issue legislation on maritime matters to accommodate the changes in
its political, military and economic status23. Averages’ rules were part
of these developments, and their regulation shows a rhythmic widen-
ing and narrowing of their applicability, reflecting the dangers due to
piracy and corsairing24.

Risk management was certainly an important issue for Venetian
legislators, as evidenced by the many provisions for the protection of
commercial shipping that characterised their legislative actions. One
element of this focused on the increase of military protection, another
was the introduction of state-controlled shipping – the famous state
galleys system25. With the increase and widening of private commercial
shipping came also a growing attention towards the quality and main-
tenance of the ships themselves26. It appears coherent with the corpo-
rate nature of the Venetian state, to assume that this was also a way
to make all stakeholders in the maritime enterprise directly involved
in making sure the ship was seaworthy, and the cargo appropriately
stowed. From the primary evidence emerges also a clear awareness that
a wide application of Averages could facilitate abuses, as it could pro-
vide a way to deflect the costs of poor maintenance and old ships away
from shipowners and onto merchants27.

In June 1428 the Senate promulgated an important law, severely
restricting the applicability of Averages to cases of jettison concerning
cargo (only if properly registered and correctly stored), and to damages
which resulted from piracy. This law clearly stated that these rules were
being issued to combat abuses on part of shipowners who, «under the
colour of Averages», were shifting costs and expenses on merchants28.
It is worth noting that already the following year, their applicability was
again extended to cover other expenses such as those connected with
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pilotage29, but the 1428 law remained a watershed in formally limiting
Averages’ applicability, and this law was specifically referenced in the
Savi’s response to the Armenian petition.

Two and a half centuries had passed since, but the issue of the
divergent interests between merchants and shipowners – «cargo» and
«hull» in contemporary parlance – was at the forefront of both the
Armenian petition and the Venetian government response.

xAverages in Seventeenth Century Venetian Trade and Navigation

At the time of the Armenians’ petition in 1671, the Republic was
just emerging from the War of Candia, a long conflict (1645-1669)
which ended with the loss of Crete, one of the most important Venetian
colonies ever since its acquisition at the time of the Fourth Crusade,
and its last major holding in the Eastern Mediterranean. The support
of foreign shipping had been essential during this conflict by providing
logistic support for the navy, and shipping services for merchants in
the Eastern Mediterranean30. Since the beginning of the seventeenth
century Northern ships had also been purchased by Venetians in in-
creasing numbers, once naturalised these could take full advantage of
the customs benefits in place for Venetian ships, alleviating the effects
of the shipbuilding crisis31.

Venice had seen a sharp increase in defence costs and a diminution
of maritime traffic since the 1570s, when the previous war with the
Ottomans had resulted in the loss of Cyprus. The situation had been
compounded by the difficulties in the maritime trade with the Levant
throughout the Candia conflict, as it had not been possible for Venetian
shipping to trade on Ottoman shores. Traffic did continue, but on
neutral vectors and through intermediaries, thus incurring higher costs
and lower profit margins32.

In Venice, customs and duties remained higher for foreign mer-
chants, further contributing to the overall decline in maritime traffic,
of which the main beneficiary was Livorno. As a measure to encour-
age maritime trade, Venice attempted the establishment of a sort of
portofranco, granting customs exemption for goods arriving in Venice
via sea, an experiment lasting between 1662 and 1684, which was ul-
timately deemed a failure. It is difficult not to agree with Massimo
Costantini’s assessment that Venice’s geographical position alone made
it unsuited for a portofranco, which is designed to attract transit trade33.

If Venice was in crisis, the Armenians were instead experiencing a
period of economic ascendancy. The death of Shāh Abbās (1629) and
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the decline of the Safavid dynasty had acted as a stimulus to expand their
activities on the global scale, beyond their well-established strength in
the silk trade34. During the second half of the seventeenth century, they
were expanding their networks by forging new links and diversifying
their commercial investments35. Venice was one of those European cen-
tres where their presence and activities were steadily growing36. Their
complaint on Averages was just one example of the increasing number
of petitions which they were submitting to the Venetian government37.

In early 1672 the Armenians had also petitioned for the exemption
of silk from the land entry customs. The Cinque Savi had firmly op-
posed this petition, arguing that the whole point of the portofranco was
to incentivise maritime trade, and allowing custom-free entry to silk
arriving via land would have meant both damaging maritime traffic in
Venice and favouring Livorno. They argued that «the Armenians, who
have this Persian trade [silks] in their own hands» would ship these
from Smyrna to Livorno instead of Venice, with the result that most
Armenian capital would have been employed in Livorno, something to
be avoided at all costs38.

In October 1672, just one month after the Savi had expressed their
concerns on the application of the new regulations, Venetian shipown-
ers entered into the fray by submitting their own petition. The Cinque
Savi had been scathing in attributing the Armenians’ complaints to the
«greediness of very many ship owners» who «submit such [expensive]
Averages as to absorb all expenses due to the ship, and not to the car-
go»39. In this context it is also worth noting that, given their specialism
in small volume/high value merchandise, the Armenians were particu-
larly heavily hit by Average partitioning.

The shipowners opened their petition with a reminder of the deep
crisis of Venetian shipping: low demand did not allow to raise freights
and high running expenses could obliterate all profits. They stressed
how the wide application of Averages in Venice – «uninterrupted for
centuries» – had been supported precisely to protect the sector.

Unlike the Armenians, Venetian shipowners knew the subtle in-
ternal politics of the government, and the wording of their petition
described in detail how jurisdiction over Averages was shared among
many governmental bodies. Since the mid-fifteenth century, Average
declarations needed to be first checked and approved by the Capi di
Piazza, formally authenticated by the Giudici del Forestier, then calcu-
lations and payments passed onto the Giudici dell’Estraordinario, whilst
any disagreement and litigation came in front of the Forestier. By this
point the Capi di Piazza had been substituted by the Capi di Varea,
but the detailed description of the overlapping competencies of these
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magistracies showcased the practical cooperation of different govern-
mental bodies in supporting this long held usage and procedure. The
reforms introduced to limit the recourse to Averages were defined by
the shipowners as «against the universal opinion» of commercial opera-
tors active in Venice40. Freights were barely sufficient to cover shipping
costs, and sharing additional expenses between cargo and ship through
Averages (2/3 cargo; 1/3 ship) was the only way to keep traffic viable41.

Within the papers of the Cinque Savi is preserved another petition
that, although nor signed or dated, builds on the arguments brought
forward by the shipowners42. This document is more detailed in spelling
out the importance of Averages, and it candidly tackles the issues at
the core of not just Averages, but maritime rules and regulations in
general. It opens by stating that Averages were essential to shipping,
then refers to the many laws promulgated by the Senate, also declar-
ing how continued «usage has made them into inveterate law»43. The
petition argued that it was crucial to continue to allow a wide usage
of Averages:

as many fortuitous cases happen [during navigation] which is not possible
to predict or imagine, therefore they cannot be mentioned in the rules, even
though they can have massively relevant [financial] consequences44.

How would the Venetian mercantile community deal with such
cases, when the costs of the unexpected event could easily be more than
freight, and these additional costs could not be apportioned between
merchants and shipowners? The petitioners mentioned the very recent
case of the ship Rosa Moceniga, whose specific type of damages were not
listed amongst those admissible for apportioning through Averages, but
had been accepted nonetheless by the Capi di varea «convinced by the
correctness of this case, thus requiring equity»45 with all parties satisfied
of this outcome46. As such cases, which did not fall exactly within the
letter of the law, happened all the time, the shipowners petitioned for
the abolition of the new rules.

The text was at pains to emphasise how all loyal Venetian subjects,
and those used to do business in the Piazza, had no problems with the
old regulations, and complaints came just from newcomers. They ar-
gued that to pacify the Armenians, authorities were running the risk of
alienating shipowners, who were essential to the maintenance of Vene-
tian trade as «without shipping trade dies»47. The concluding passage
made clear that the issue was not that of a simple opposition – locals v.
foreigners – but between those who knew local usages and newcomers
who rejected them:
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it should not be permitted that where the will of subjects and foreigners coin-
cides, the [will of] the Armenian Nation with universal prejudice can unjustly
refuse to cover those expenses which are done for the benefit of their trade48.

In response to this petition, the Collegio duly asked all three magis-
trates for their replies, thus starting a toing and froing on jurisdictional
matters which was the blueprint of early modern Venice governmental
action49.

The Cinque Savi replied summarising the issues at play, praising
the Rosa Moceniga settlement, but also expressing their concern that
changing the rules might open the door to endless litigation50. The
Giudici del Forestier, after forcefully stating their jurisdictional role in
the evaluation of Averages, underlined how much legislative effort had
been dedicated to the matter, which in their view meant that a mod-
icum of pragmatism should be part and parcel of dealing with Aver-
ages51. The third response came from the Giudici dell’Estraordinario,
who were in charge of the actual financial settlement52. They also sup-
ported the wide usage of Averages, aligning their evaluation and sug-
gestions with those expressed by the Forestier. In short, from these
responses emerge a consensus that apportioning extraordinary expens-
es through Averages was positive for both trade and transport, and
that the Armenian’s complaints were not representative of the com-
mercial operators active in Venice. To summarise, the Venetian usage
of Averages was an active form of market manipulation to keep both
freight and insurance costs lower, and in this way help the government’s
strategic objective of supporting trade and shipping to the Ottoman
Levant.

xAverages, Insurance and Transaction Costs: the Venetian peculiarities

In discussing Averages from both the economic and the legal per-
spective, attention is usually given to their role as a risk management
tool. It is striking to note instead how, throughout the documentary
trail generated by the Armenian petition, the central issue discussed
by all stakeholders – merchants, shipowners, governmental magistrates
and officers – is more on their role in managing transaction costs. It
is also interesting to note how, throughout these exchanges, there is
no mention of insurance, which is rather peculiar given the constant
pairing of Average and insurance from the early modern classic treatises
on maritime law53, to the economic literature, which treats Averages as
a precursor of insurance proper54.
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In Venice, Averages and insurance were separate, the major pe-
culiarity of the Venetian insurance contract – as opposed to the Ge-
noese or Florentine templates – laid precisely in being «free of aver-
ages»55. In practice this meant that, for those contracts underwritten
in Venice, most of the unexpected costs of maritime trade were appor-
tioned through Averages, and insurers covered just about only total
loss56. This separation was clear also jurisdictionally, I have sketched
above the magistracies overseeing Averages during the early modern pe-
riod – principally the Giudici del Forestier that certified their reports57,
and the Giudici dell’Estraordinario that took care of the actual finan-
cial side of apportioning costs. Jurisdiction over insurance fell instead
within the remit of the Consoli dei Mercanti and the Cinque Savi alla
Mercanzia58. In Venice we are thus confronted with a unique situation
as for centuries there was no overlap between Averages and insurance,
whilst in the rest of the Italian peninsula since the Middle Ages it had
been common for insurance to provide fully comprehensive coverage –
that is to say, including expenses related to Averages59.

The expression «free of averages» covered a variety of different
solutions and was articulated in different ways across different jurisdic-
tions. This was at the root of misunderstandings and litigations which
stimulated a lot of jurisprudential reasoning and discussions on the
topic60. By the beginning of the nineteenth century there were still dif-
ferent applications of this clause across Europe and Italian states, but
in general it was interpreted as freeing insurers from all Averages, with
the exception of General Average61. In this way insurers were protect-
ed against small claims, which were time consuming and sometimes of
lesser value than the administrative costs62.

And here we come to an issue which is at the root of much confusion
in the secondary literature, as much of it treats all historical Averages
as if it were cases of General Average. However in Venice, as across the
rest of Europe, during the Middle Ages and in the Early Modern peri-
od there were several different types. Over time many fell into disuse,
when Domenico Azuni wrote his famous Dizionario Universale ragion-
ato della giurisprudenza mercantile at the end of the eighteenth century
he listed just two main types: «general» and «particular»63. The former
corresponding to General Average, the second type – also referred to
as «simple or common averages» – applied instead to all those expenses
due to damages to ship and cargo resulting from accidents in navigation.
These costs fell on their owners and generally were not to be propor-
tionally shared amongst all participants in the venture. However, just
one century earlier, Carlo Targa had listed many more varieties: «ordi-
nary», «extraordinary», «mixed», «extraordinary-voluntary», «Indian
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or Portuguese», «English or Dutch», and finally «gross»64. An equally
dazzling variety appears in the early modern Iberian world, where the
avería was also a type of tax to cover protection costs65, and in the
sixteenth century Low Countries where creative legal hybridity charac-
terised their development66.

Different varieties of Averages formally existed also in Venice:
grossa o comune was used to indicate extraordinary expenses for dam-
ages to the ship or to the freight; semplice described damages caused
by natural defects of the merchandise; ordinaria included the expens-
es of packing, loading and insuring; the documentation occasionally
also mentioned the estraordinaria, which appears to be used regarding
extraordinary expenses for the continuation of the venture67. Unfortu-
nately these distinctions are not clearly stated in the primary evidence,
where they are all described as Averages – varee (sing. varea). It is also
clear from the shipowners’ petition how the contested expenses were
a mix of General and Particular ones:

with usage which has been continuous and uninterrupted for centuries, in
this City [Venice] have been put into Average those expenses done for leaving
harbours, and for being [forcibly] kept there, and others which extraordinary
accidents brought, for the benefit of merchant and ship, as those expenses
done in this City necessary for the unloading and safety of the merchandise,
and of these only 2/3 were charged to the merchandise, and 1/3 to the ship68.

Those certified by the Forestier include many cases that would be
considered as General Average, and many more which were clearly not
compliant with GA requirements. Azuni would have defined most of
these Averages as «particular», hence their expenses should have been
falling on the individual owner of the goods/ship, however in Venice
many of these were also apportioned amongst all the stakeholders in the
venture, much to the Armenians’ chagrin. Today we would categorise
many of these Averages as «transactions costs», Douglass North’s com-
ment on their capacity to «erode, or eradicate entirely, anticipated profit
margins» is particularly apt in this context, because this was exactly the
reason why Venetian shipowners were so keen on them69.

Even though not mentioned in the documents, insurance played an
important role in these developments. Since the last quarter of the six-
teenth century the piratical activities connected with the Anglo-Spanish
conflict and then the growing activities of North African corsairs had
made Mediterranean waters very dangerous70. One of the major eco-
nomic consequences of this had been the rise of insurance premiums
on the Venetian market as, in the words of Alberto Tenenti, «maritime
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insurance was the only defence which individual merchants had against
the risks of navigation»71. The rise of premiums had put Venetian ship-
ping and trade at a comparative disadvantage vis-à-vis her competitors,
and this was made worse by the concomitant crisis of Venetian ship-
building72. However, it is also important to note that the crisis in ship-
building does not appear to be exactly mirrored in ship owning, which
shows some resilience in the late sixteenth and seventeenth century,
once vessels purchased abroad by Venetian citizens and subjects, and
those built in the Stato da Mar are considered73.

When all these elements are considered, the widespread usage of
Averages on the Venetian piazza appears to be not just a mechanism
for risk management, and a measure against rising insurances premi-
ums. I would further argue that the extension of pro rata apportion-
ing to other types of Averages, was a mechanism actively employed
to support the shipping sector by shifting shipping transaction costs
away from shipowners and onto merchants. What emerges then is that
insurance was not the only defence against navigation risks, but that
the extension of Averages was another tool available to manage these
risks.

The Armenians in 1671 had complained about abuses, but not re-
ally put into question the wide use of Average in Venice; their com-
mercial fortunes were rising, but their negotiating power was affect-
ed both by their reliance on Venetian shipping and by the fact they
did not have the backing of a state to argue in terms of jurisdictional
reach.

At the beginning of August 1680, John Hobson, the English consul
in Venice, submitted a petition on Averages, and the debate started
again74. The English came to the issue from a very different perspective
as Averages were regulated in a rather different way in England, and
their application both in Venice and Livorno had already been a matter
of negotiation in the 1670 extraordinary embassy of Lord Fauconberg,
although, amongst the many issues of that mission, this one had fallen
by the wayside75.

Hobson’s petition, short and to the point, claimed that English
merchants and ships were being forced by the Capi di Varee to put
into Averages some expenses – such as those related to quarantine –
even though English shipowners and merchants did not want to do
so, hence he was asking for a quick redress of the situation. Both the
Forestier and the Cinque Savi replied that there was no compulsion to
use Averages, and that the Capi were abusing their role. The Senate
acted swiftly and by the end of September decreed that English ships
should not be obliged to submit Averages reports76.
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Buoyed by his swift success, Hobson presented another petition the
following month related to Averages, this time contesting the compul-
sory requirement to hire a pilot in Istria. That of the pedotti d’Istria was
one of those expenses customarily apportioned through Averages that
had been directly addressed in the 1429 amendment to the 1428 re-
strictions to Average partitioning, and reconfirmed as legitimate. It was
clearly not an «extraordinary» expense as, since «time immemorial», all
ships had been compelled to stop in Istria and pick up a pilot to cross
the Adriatic and enter the lagoon77. This was argued to be a necessary
safety measure, although one cannot avoid thinking that there was a
strong element of control of maritime traffic behind it78. There are many
interesting elements in the connection between Averages and pedotti
and no space to discuss them in this essay, but what is important to
note here is that this petition was presented also in the name of Flemish
merchants and shipowners, and that the Senate once more responded
positively to the petition, and granted only the English and Flemish
(the «Northerners») the freedom to choose whether to pick up pilots
in Istria or not, as long as they continued to pay the relevant fees79.

xConclusion

The Armenian’s perspective behind their 1671 petition on Averages
had been that of merchants, evidence of their dependence on third
party shipping, in this case Venetian, and of the relative strength of the
Venetian demands for those Persian silks whose traffic they controlled.
It can also be seen as indirect evidence of a relative resilience of the
Venetian shipping sector in the late seventeenth century which is worthy
of further investigation.

If the Venetian government’s response had been positive towards
the petition on Averages, it is worth noting how these measures had
been opposed by both Venetian shipowners and by those governmental
magistracies involved in the consultation process. These two elements
point towards an increasing distance between governmental authori-
ties and those active on the Piazza, which would be in line with the
traditional interpretation of the growing distance between the ruling
class and Venetian commercial operators in this period. On the other
hand, these decisions also show how the Republic’s major governmen-
tal bodies were ready to implement change in response to the demands
of those commercial operators – even if foreigners – whose presence
was deemed strategic for the success of that same Piazza80. There is im-
peccable economic rationale in the Venetian’s granting the Armenians’
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requests regarding Averages whilst denying that regarding the exemp-
tion from land duties on silk imports. The former supported the arrival
of ships in Venice, the other would have indirectly helped Livorno,
the alternative outlet of Persian silk in the Italian peninsula, where Ar-
menians instead relied on the ships of Venetian competitors, be they
English, Dutch or French.

The English (and the Flemish) in 1680 came instead into the debate
from the perspective of both merchants and shipowners, their role in
intra-Mediterranean shipping already well secured after a century of
steadily increasing engagement there. Unlike the Armenians they did
not rely on Venetian shipping, indeed since the beginning of the seven-
teenth century they had usually provided shipping services to Venetians
and sold them their ships81. They were so deeply embedded into Vene-
tian maritime trade to have acquired the self-confidence, and effective
power, to challenge its traditional workings.

Their problem was not so much with General Average, but with
those Particular ones which Venetian operators were still expecting
to be apportioned. Northern ships were in high demand in the sev-
enteenth century Mediterranean, as they were cheaper to insure and
could demand higher freights than Venetians could, thanks to their
superior technology and heavier armament. Diplomatic and consular
presence supported Northern merchants’ interests more than those of
the many independent English and Dutch shipowners which sailed in
the Mediterranean. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that
they were less interested in supporting the wide use of Averages which
characterised Venetian shipping.

In 1693 rules further tightening Averages procedure were issued82.
Once again the Savi openly lamented the lack of cooperation of other
governmental bodies in enforcing the rules, as they stated the need for
the Capi di Varee to stop allowing into Averages cases not listed in the
1672 regulations. By 1710 the Senate approved a Cinque Savi ruling
which brought forward a further tightening of the rules. The limits
originally set in 1428 and tightened in 1672 were confirmed, and further
rules were set requiring specific certified receipts to be produced before
costs could be shared through Averages83. The reforms set into motion
by the Armenians’ petition were important and wide-ranging, and the
result was indeed to bring back the whole concept of Average within a
format more in line with general European usage and which in practice
restricted them to General Average.

Within the Venetian maritime sector, Averages played a central role
for centuries and evolved into a full-ranging system not just for risk
management, but also for the apportionment of transaction costs. The
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success and resilience of Venetian maritime trade during the Middle
Ages had been underpinned by collective action and, notwithstanding
some tensions, by the cooperation of public and private enterprise84.
For centuries this system had been both efficient and effective within a
somewhat restricted community of economic players, but this was put
under strain from the sixteenth century by the arrival of external players.
As much as the handling of General Average was a truly transnational
affair, when it came to other types of Averages, their usage was very
localised, and this generated both diplomatic negotiations, and local
lobbying85.

Newcomers to the Venetian maritime system – be they English,
Flemish or Armenians – brought with them new technologies and com-
mercial techniques, and their actions were governed by economic in-
terests that were shaped by different approaches to the political and
legal underpinnings of commerce and shipping. Being actively involved
in the local maritime sector forced them to find a compromise between
local usages and jurisdictions and their own interests, however they
were not invested in supporting Venetian shipping, as its crisis was
benefitting them by stimulating demand for their ships and services.

Notwithstanding strong opposition by local operators, the Vene-
tian government response to these complaints was swift, and willing to
implement reforms – so much for the traditional image of a fossilised
Republic. Between the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the
eighteenth centuries these reforms aligned the Venetian use of Averages
to the rest of Europe. However, if the upper echelons of the govern-
mental magistracies appeared willing to reform, local commercial oper-
ators were resistant to change, and the magistracies in charge of opera-
tionally applying and enforcing legislation sided with them, practically
resisting the enforcement of reforms. The ways these reforms were –
or were not – implemented, should give scholars pause for thought
and stimulate further research work on several elements of the shifting
Venetian economy about which very little is known, such as the internal
balance of interests between different elements of the maritime sector
– namely trade and shipping – and how these interplayed in the actual
functioning of the Piazza during the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ry. No one denies its decline in this period, however the central focus
of the Venetian political economy discussions and legislative effort re-
mained concentrated on the ‘sea facing’ side of the economy. Until its
very end, the ruling bodies of the Republic continued to give priority
to the discussion and legislation on maritime matters, and the reasons
behind this attitude need a thorough reconsideration. The comparative
analysis of risk management and transaction costs within the Venetian
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maritime world is a field which can provide answers to both the crisis
and the resilience of the Republic’s maritime vocation.
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